POWER PRECISION RULES

... assuming event takes place at Buckminster.

Models: Cabin or cockpit style models powered by diesel or glow motors up to 1.3c.c. No
profiles. For this contest, models are divided into two classes; Class A, High Wing/Shoulder Wing
Cabin, Class B: Low Wing/Biplane Cabin. A competitor may enter both classes. It is the
competitor's responsibility to ensure that their models are safe and legal. Only one model may be
used by each competitor in each class.
Entries: Fee £3 per entry, which must be made one hour before the contest is due to begin. Names
will be balloted for running order. The contest will begin at a time between 12 noon and 3pm,
depending upon the weather conditions. Target time will be announced at least one hour before
contest begins. It is likely to be between 30 and 40 seconds according to windspeed.
TEAMS (optional, and subject to a minimum of three teams.) Flyers may form into teams either
based on their club membership or ad hoc teams assembled on the day. For the purpose of the team
competition, the division of models between Class A and Class B is disregarded. Three flyers per
team. Lowest aggregate score wins. Flyers' individual scores are also counted as team scores.
Procedure and scoring: Number of rounds decided on the day, but will be two or three. All flights
hand launched. Deviation from target time will be recorded. That will be the only form of scoring.
A launching area will be defined by the CD, and will be at a safe distance from the pits. Flyers will
be called across when it is their turn. One assistant may accompany flyer.
Two minutes will be allowed to start motor and launch. Starting must be by the competitor and by
hand only at this point but assistant may if necessary hold the model during starting. If
starting/launching takes between two and five minutes, 5 points will be added to the score.
Models that fly for less than 10 seconds may be launched, retrieved and launched again within the
first five minutes but only one such relaunch is permitted. Failure to launch within 5 minutes: no
flight, scored as 30 points.
Any flight over 60 seconds will be scored as a 60 second flight. Any model that lands by
dethermaliser within 60 seconds will be scored as a 60 second flight. Radio transmitters (if used,
and which must be 2.4 ghz only,) must not be touched by competitor or assistant during the 60
seconds of the flight. Penalty: flight scored as 60 seconds. Lowest aggregate score over both (or all)
flights wins.
AWARDS: Engraved trophy for overall winner. Runner Up certificate and Best in Class certificate
for winner of alternative class. Certificates to members of winning team.
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